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Tips for practicing mental resilience and kindness 
from session #6 

ü Pause and consciously think about how you want to respond 
ü Actively listen without forming a response

ü Practice staying hopeful & positive say “I am resilient”
ü Practice in small and big moments to feel grateful

ü Choose acceptance, say “I have this” 
ü Actively choose kindness
ü Practice positive self-talk

ü bekind@osu.edu
ü Kindness at Ohio State

http://osu.edu
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Food as a Coping Mechanism
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Source

https://uhs.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/wellness-hungersatietyscale.pdf
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- Intuitive Eating; Elyse Resch and 
Evelyn Tribole

“Find ways to comfort, nurture, distract and 
resolve your issues without using food. Anxiety, 
loneliness, boredom, and anger are all 
emotions we experience throughout life. Food 
won’t fix any of these feelings. It may comfort 
or distract for the short term, but you’ll 
ultimately have to deal with the source of the 
emotion.”
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Managing Stress & Emotions Without Food 
(Exclusively)
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Effects of Stress on Our Body

Source

https://perfectketo.com/cortisol/
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Foods & Habits that Mitigate Effects of Stress
• Listen to hunger cues vs. using foods to 

cope (to prevent over-eating)
• Allowing all foods (without the guilt)
• Anti-Inflammatory Foods
• Pro and Prebiotics
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Creating a Balanced Plate
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Creating a Balanced Plate
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Filling Gaps with Balanced Snacks
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Filling Gaps with Balanced Snacks
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Make Comfort Foods More Nutrient Dense 
(without losing the flavor)
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S.M.A.R.T Goal Challenge

Source

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/other/smart-goal/
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Skill Building - Week #7
• Tune into your body’s hunger cues
• Integrate alternatives to food for calming 

stress/emotions
• Construct balanced plates when able
• Consider “Nutrient Density”
• Create a nutrition SMART goal
• Watch two cooking videos
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Thank You
Office of the Chief Wellness Officer and 
Buckeye Wellness

We appreciate your feedback! 
Please complete a brief survey following this 
presentation: https://go.osu.edu/calmandwellsurvey7 

This will be sent via email to all registrants

https://go.osu.edu/calmandwellsurvey4
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Next week
May 27, 2020 12:30 - 1:00 pm 

Gratitude and Positivity: A Dynamic Duo in the Midst of the COVID-19 Storm 

Bernadette Mazurek Melnyk, PhD, APRN-CNP, EBP-C, FAANP, FNAP, FAAN
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From Everyday Health
Stress-fighting, immune system-building foods and snacks 

10 foods to mitigate the effect of stress 

10 balanced snacks to keep in your desk 

What you eat may help keep your immune system in tip-top shape, bolstering its 
defenses against COVID-19

Zinc may boost immunity, and food sources are preferable to supplements 

Vitamin C may enhance immunity 

https://www.everydayhealth.com/diet-nutrition-pictures/how-to-reduce-stress-with-diet.aspx
https://www.everydayhealth.com/diet-nutrition/best-snacks-fight-stress-work/
https://www.everydayhealth.com/diet-nutrition/7-foods-fight-back-immune-system-boosters/
https://www.everydayhealth.com/pictures/best-food-sources-zinc/
https://www.everydayhealth.com/diet-nutrition/top-foods-high-in-vitamin-c.aspx

